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One who chews wheat recites: Who creates fruit of 
the ground. However, if he ground the wheat, baked it, 
and cooked… then at the start one recites: Who 
creates the various kinds of nourishment, and at the 
end one recites one blessing abridged from the three 
blessings of Grace after Meals. 
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Special halachic status has been given to products 
coming from chameishes minei dagan, the five special 
grains: wheat, spelt, barley, oats, and rye. When these 
grains are ground up, mixed with water, and baked into 
cake, cookies, crackers and other pas haba’ah b’kisnin 
products, the brocha is Mezonos and the brocha achrona 
is Al Hamichya… [This is when] the chameishes minei 
dagan is broken down. However, if the grains remain 
whole and are simply roasted, they are no different from 
any other variety of produce which grows from the 
ground (e.g., corn), and the brocha is Hoadama. What 
this means is as follows: The brocha on unprocessed 
and slightly processed (e.g., toasted whole) wheat or 
oats is Hoadama. The brocha on fully processed wheat 
and oats (e.g., flour and water that is baked) is Mezonos. 
The question the poskim address is — at what point are 
the wheat and oats considered processed enough to 
recite a Mezonos? 
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Rav Heinemann is of the opinion that General Mills 

Nature Valley Granola Bars and Quaker Granola 

Bars are processed enough to make their brocha 

rishona a Mezonos. If one eats only two bars in 4 

minutes then the brocha achrona is borai nefashos as 

there is less than a kzayis of chameishes minei 

dagan  but in total there is a kzayis (half chameishes 

minei dagan  and half non- chameishes minei dagan).�
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… Nevertheless, Rabbi Belsky and Rabbi Schachter 
have said that the proper beracha rishona to be recited 
when eating a granola bar is Borei Pri Haodoma… 
Whether one recites Haodoma or Mezonos either way 
one would be yotzai bidieved. The disagreement is as to 
which beracha should be recited lichatchila. The 
Shulchan Aruch … Tosfos was uncertain… eat these 
foods… in the context of a meal. This way it will be 
covered by Birchas Hamazon… Accordingly, if one 
wishes eat a granola bar, one should first wash nitilas 
yadayim, eat a slice of bread, and then eat the granola 
bar. Don’t forget to bentch at the end. This sounds like a 
long way to have to go to enjoy a quick snack. Perhaps 
there is an easier solution. If one eats an amount equal 
to the volume of a zayis (an olive), toch kdai achilas pras 
(in the time it takes to eat 8 kezaisim) then one is 
required to say a beracha achrona. If one eats slower 
than this pace, then one does not recite any beracha 
achrona. What if one eats more than a kezayis of a 
granola bar bichdei achilas pras but eats less than a 
kezayis of oats. The Mishna Berura (Orach Chaim 210:1) 
says that in such a scenario the oats would combine with 
the other ingredients to obligate one in the beracha 
achrona of Borei Nifashos, and he would not be 
obligated in any other beracha achrona. We thus avoid 
the uncertainty of Tosfos... Now all we must do is 
measure how many kezaysim of oats are in a granola 
bar, and make sure to eat less than a kezayis of them in 
a kdei achilas pras. The amount of oats by weight in a 
Nature Valley granola bar is about 50%. The serving size 
is 2 bars, which is 42g. This means that one serving 
contains 21g of oats… For halachic purposes we must 
convert from weight into volume… Thus one granola bar 
would contain 17.25 cc of oats… Rabbi Belsky and 
Rabbi Schachter both agreed that in this situation we 
could be lenient and accept the larger size kezayis for 
evaluating our granola bar. According to Rav Chaim 
Naeh this larger kezayis equals 27 cc. Converting back 
into granola bar units at 17.25 cc of oats per bar, this is 
slightly more than 1½ Nature Valley granola bars. 
Based on the above as long as one consumes less than 
1½ granola bars every kdei achilas pras, one has 
avoided the safek of Tosfos. How long is kdei achilas 
pras? Rabbi Schachter explained that each food is 
evaluated according to the normal length of time it takes 
to eat 8 kezaysim of that product. Rabbi Schachter 
approximated that it would take an average person about 
2 minutes to consume 8 kezaysim of granola bar. Rav 
Belsky was uncertain but said it would certainly be less 
than 5 minutes. In conclusion, if a person consumed 2 
granola bars in less than 2 minutes, he has no choice but 
to recite a Borei Nifashos. Ideally though, one should 
either plan to eat less than 1½ Nature Valley granola 
bars every 2-5 minutes and then recite a Borei Nifashos, 
plan on eating lots of bread. 
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